
You'll fall in love with this 3 bedroom family home and its
potential...

This home is perfectly positioned close by to local
amenities, the proportions throughout are generous and
with some modernisation it really could be the perfect
family home.

68 Lymm Avenue
Scale Hall, Lancaster, Lancashire, LA1 5HR

£155,000
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A brief description
Welcome to Lymm Avenue, this home is
bound to be a popular one. The location
is ideal for young families and the home
is well proportioned throughout. 

Number 68 is a blank canvas, ready to
be made your own. The home is warm
and inv i t ing and i t s  pos i t ion ing i s
arguably the best on the street, west
facing from the front with stunning views
across to Ashton Memorial and a wrap
around garden, which enjoys the sun at
all different times of the day. 

Viewing is highly recommended, you
don't want to miss out on this one...

Key Features
• Well proportioned three bedroom home

• Two spacious double rooms and a single

• Bay fronted South facing lounge

• Dining room with feature fireplace

• Private conservatory to the rear

• Off street parking

• In need of modernisation

• Available with no chain - we can move quickly on this
one!

Where is Lymm Avenue?
Welcome to Lymm Avenue, a popular residential street in the heart of Scale Hall. The
homes on this street are popular with young families and couples due to their
fantastic positioning and generous size rooms throughout. 

Live here and you are just 1.5 miles from both the coast and also the city. The
location couldn't be more convenient with ample local amenities a stones throw
away. There are a number of supermarkets within a 5 minute drive. Salt Ayre Leisure
Centre is within walking distance which has a both a gym and swimming pool, ideal
for those who like to keep fit. 

There are a number of highly regarded schools close by, parents could even walk
their kids to Grosvenor Park Primary School. Lymm Avenue is well connected with
regular buses running along Torrisholme Road to both Lancaster and Morecambe.
The Bay Gateway is also near by which connects you to the motorway in a matter of
minutes.
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Step inside...
Step inside number 68 Lymm Avenue in to the spacious and bright entrance hall,
from here there is access to the stairs and to all three ground floor rooms. 

The lounge is located to the front of the home with a feature bay window allowing
for the room to flood with natural light. The decor is soft and neutral with a feature
gas fire to the centre of the room creating a warm and cosy focal point.

Adjacent to the lounge is the dining room, an equally well proportioned room with
a working feature fire to the centre. There is ample room for all necessary
furnishings. Access can be gained to a conservatory from the dining room, a
beautifully private space to sit and enjoy on those warmer months. 

The kitchen is located to the rear of the home with ample storage and room for all
necessary white goods. The oven and gas hob are integrated and complete with
an extractor fan above.

The Bedrooms & Bathroom
Up on the first floor is the three bedrooms and family bathroom the home has to
offer. The master bedroom is located to the front of the home with a feature bay
window. The room is generously well proportioned with ample space for a king size
bed and all of your necessary furnishings.

The second bedroom is again a fantastic size, with a wonderfully private feel
located to the rear of the home. The third bedroom can accommodate a single
bed and enjoys a South facing aspect. 

The family bathroom comprises of a three piece white suite which is complete with
a shower above the bath. The room is fully tiled for convenience.

The loft is boarded, insulated and has lighting.

Step outside
Number 68 benefits from its corner positioning, allowing for the home to have a
small private courtyard to the rear and lawned areas to the side and front. There is
a ramp to the side door of the home which allows for easy access for wheelchair
users and those with prams. The driveway to the front of the home provides off
street parking for one.

From the garden there are stunning views can be enjoyed across to Williamson
Park and Ashton Memorial. The sun works its way around the home all day,
meaning there is always a spot to sit out in and relax on those warmer days!

Extra Information
- Council tax band B
- The cavity wall insulation is still under warranty
- The boiler is located in the kitchen and has been serviced
annually
- Close to highly regarded primary schools 
- Fantastic transport links a stones throw away
- Available with no chain

What we like
This home has bags of potential. 

We love the size of the reception rooms
and that big bay window in the lounge
which brings so much light in to the
space! 

Office: 01524 843322
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